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warms of 'smart' microrobots scouting the human body, delivering medicines or assembling complex micromachines have long been a popular theme in blockbuster films and best-selling novels. Take, for example, the 1966 film Fantastic Voyage, or Michael Crichton's 2002 novel Prey. Although at present the concept remains in the realm of science fiction, researchers are taking strides towards bringing the vision closer to reality. Writing in Nature Materials, Palagi and colleagues 1 report a big advance towards this goal: the creation of a synthetic light-powered microrobot inspired by swimming Paramecium protozoa.
Designing a robust microscopic robotic swimmer that can navigate complex environments and perform useful functions is a key component of the quest. To operate autonomously or on demand, a micro swimmer should be able to harvest energy, propel itself through fluid towards its target and respond to external signals. Energy is needed both to overcome the friction of the fluid and to maintain motion for a long time -up to an hour for some biomedical applications.
Several designs exist. One is a microscopic gold-platinum rod that self-propels in an aqueous solution of hydrogen peroxide (H 2 O 2 ; ref.
2). The microrod decomposes H 2 O 2 and transfers the energy released by this process to the water. Ensuing water flow pushes the rod forward like a miniature sub marine. A similar design 3, 4 sees a microscopic, rocket-shaped, composite platinum-polymer tube generate gas bubbles from the decomposition of H 2 O 2 , with the detaching bubbles propelling the microrocket.
External magnetic and electric fields can also be used to power microswimmers [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] . Some swimmers move like snakes or worms, gliding on the surface of water by periodically bending their bodies 8, 9 . Scientists foresee microswimmers being used to unclog arteries 10 , and to deliver immobile sperm to fertilize eggs 11 . Nature has mastered highly effective means of micrometre-scale propulsion, exemplified by the rotation of helical bacterial flagella, and the wavy beating of the cilia (tiny hairlike structures) that cover Paramecium. This metachronal wave -the sequential movement of thousands of cilia -enables paramecia to swim at astounding speeds 12 , up to ten body lengths per second. (For comparison, a dolphin barely makes two to three body lengths per second when in a hurry.) Synthetic microswimmers exhibiting this amazing wavy propulsion would be highly desirable. However, implementing the co ordinated wavy deformation of the microscopic swimmer's body presents a technical challenge: the need to manufacture myriad minuscule actuators and joints that can be individually controlled.
Palagi and colleagues propose an elegant means of microscopic propulsion afforded by travelling waves. Instead of a cumbersome array of addressable actuators, the authors use a synthetic polymer -a liquid-crystal elastomer. This rubbery material, made up of molecules oriented in a certain direction, exhibits remarkably strong coupling between molecule orientation and mechanical deformation. The liquid-crystal elastomer elongates when the molecules are fully aligned with each other and shrinks when this molecular ordering is lost, typically when it is heated or exposed to intense light. As a result, this material can be highly sensitive to external stimuli such as light and heat 13 .
To make a swimmer, the authors illuminated a millimetre-long rod of this photoresponsive material with a laser beam, using a rectangular array of microscopic computer-controlled mirrors to project a moving sequence of light and dark stripes onto the rod (see Fig. 1 ). The material responded by expanding or shrinking. Thus, a moving sequence of projected light and dark stripes created a pattern of travelling bumps along the rod, resembling the wavy beating of cilia. Remarkably, the rod swam. Palagi et al. could tune the speed of their soft micro robots by adjusting the speed at which the projected stripes moved, and the motion could be started or stopped by turning the light on or off, respectively. By changing the light patterns, it was also possible to control several microswimmers simultaneously and coerce them into rotating or travelling along a designated path. Theoretically, their swimming speed should increase proportionally with the speed at which the light stripes move. However, the authors found that the material's time response limits the and absorb more sunlight than do natural forests; both of these features reduce the forests' benefit to the climate. Whether similar issues are at play across China requires investigation, but it is possible that a greater focus than at present on protecting and restoring natural forests in China might also provide greater benefits for global climate. ■ Dominick V. 
MICROROBOTICS
Swimmers by design
Scientists have created soft microrobots whose body shapes can be controlled by structured light, and which self-propel by means of travelling-wave body deformations similar to those exhibited by swimming protozoa. 
T. J A K E L I A N G
L ike special agents Mulder and Scully in the science-fiction television show
The X-Files, the hepatitis B virus research community has for decades been chasing its own unsolved mystery -the truth about the enigmatic 'X' protein of this virus. The HBx protein was first shown to be involved in transcriptional activation, and has since been implicated in diverse cellular pathways, including signal transduction, apoptotic cell death, cell-cycle regulation and DNA repair. But how HBx exerts its effects has remained unclear. In this issue, Decorsière et al. 1 (page 386) provide intriguing evidence that HBx mediates the degradation of a host antiviral (restriction) factor by interacting with the ubiquitin-proteasome system -the major protein-degradation system in cells.
Hepatitis B virus (HBV) is a small DNA virus that has a partially double-stranded genome and replicates through an RNA intermediate. After entry into a host cell, the genome is converted to covalently closed circular DNA (cccDNA) that exists as a minichromosome in the nucleus and serves as the template for viral gene transcription. Viruses that are related to the HBV that infects humans have been discovered in many species, including ducks, woodchucks, squirrels and diverse species of bat. The virus predominantly infects liver cells, and can cause chronic infection even in the presence of an intact immune response.
Much of the uncertainty about the function of HBx has been attributed to the limitations of the experimental models in which it has been studied, because most are based on non-infectious systems. However, it is clear that HBx is required for effective HBV infection in vivo; woodchuck hepatitis virus that harbours defects in the gene encoding this protein is poorly infective 2, 3 . Many host factors are known to interact with HBx. Among t h e m , d a m a g e d DNA binding protein 1 (DDB1) was first identified using a genetic approach 4 . This interaction was subsequently validated by structural and functional studies. But how this seemingly unrelated DNA-damage-response protein is involved in the function of HBx remained unclear. Like many typical breakthroughs in science, advances in an unrelated field provided the connection.
The ubiquitin-proteasome system has garnered much attention because of its central role in many cellular processes 5 , and its components and biochemical pathways are well understood. Among them is an E3 ligase enzyme named CRL4. This member of the Cullin-RING ubiquitin ligase family uses DDB1 as an adaptor protein with which to target specific proteins for degradation. Several viral-gene products are known to target the CRL4-DDB1 complex 6 , suggesting that the ubiquitin-proteasome system may be a common cellular pathway exploited by viruses to ensure productive infection. Decorsière et al. set out to identify proteins targeted for destruction by the complex formed between CRL4, DDB1 and HBx.
Using a clever protein-interaction approach, the authors identified the Smc5/6 protein complex, which is involved in several aspects of chromosome biology, as one such target (Fig. 1) . HBx redirects the enzymatic function of CRL4 to target Smc5/6 for ubiquitination -a modification that marks the protein for degradation. They then used genetic and biochemical methods to show that the Smc5/6 complex indeed associates with the HBV genome (probably with the cccDNA, although this is not shown definitively) to inhibit viral transcription. A previous study 7 of Cullin-RING ligases did not identify the Smc5/6 complex as a target of CRL4, so it is unclear whether the complex is a natural substrate of CRL4. It is possible that HBx alters the substrate specificity of CRL4 such that the enzyme targets cellular proteins, in addition to the Smc5/6 complex, for degradation.
The discovery of Smc5/6 as a viral restriction factor adds to a growing list of intrinsic mechanisms in the cellular defence arsenal against DNA-viral pathogens 8, 9 . It seems that the Smc5/6 complex binds to and suppresses only extra chromosomal (episomal), not chromosomally integrated, HBV DNA. This episome-specific function is reminiscent of another class of antiviral factor, the APOBEC family, which specifically targets
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The X-Files of hepatitis B
The HBx protein of hepatitis B virus has been found to co-opt a host-cell enzyme that targets the Smc5/6 protein complex for degradation. The finding identifies Smc5/6 as a cellular antiviral factor. See Letter p.386 maximum speed to about 40 micrometres per second (or, in terms of body length, about 30 times slower than a dolphin).
This work demonstrates a first step towards truly bioinspired self-propulsion. However, any practical applications would require optical access. To make these robots more competitive with other synthetic swimmers, their size needs to be reduced to the micrometre scale and their relative swimming speed greatly increased. There are no serious technical limitations on manufacturing smaller and smaller polymer rods, but increasing the swimming speed is a different issue that comes down to material performance.
Palagi and colleagues' calculations suggest that the swimming speed would remain practically unchanged if the swimmers' size was reduced. If so, then a 5-μm-long rod (about a 200-fold reduction in size) would still swim at about 2-3 μm per second (comparable to half a body length per second) -slower than bacteria and paramecia, but on a par with the speeds achieved by other synthetic swimmers of similar size 1 . Advances in high-performance photoresponsive materials will be needed to further boost the microrobots' swimming speed. ■ 
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